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INTRODUCTION

Dear friends,

These last 18 months have been a wild 
ride. Since our founding in August of 
2019, the DemCast community has tested 
a model for digital relational organizing 
that nobody on the left has attempted to 
implement. The impact has been huge, 
the ROI is notable, and the scalability is 
evident.

Thanks to thousands of digital DemCast 
volunteers, our pilot cycle was a 
tremendous success. This report is meant 
to take a look in the rearview mirror - at 
our wins from 2020, what we learned, and 
how we made a difference.

The age of disinformation is here, and 
there are powerful forces pushing lies and 
misinformation through social platforms, 
where the bulk of Americans now get 
their news. DemCast is rooted firmly in 
the belief that every single American can 
influence change by sharing effective 
messaging, truthful information, and 
opportunities for civic action through 
their social media accounts.

At DemCast, we believe that proactive 
digital engagement is now a critical 
form of activism. When tens of 
thousands of Americans join together in 
a digital chorus, we can drown out the 
rotten voices working hard to fill our 
heads with lies and propaganda.

In the 2020 cycle, with a very lean 
operation, DemCast engaged 30,000 
digital volunteers who shared hundreds 
of thousands of social media posts that 
boosted candidates, fought 
disinformation and encouraged people 
to take action.

We’re so grateful for this community. I 
ask all of our members and supporters 
to take a few minutes to walk through 
this Impact Report. None of this would 
have been possible without you.

Nick Knudsen
Executive Director



ROI: FUNDRAISING

Our digital army raised over $1.4 million 
for crucial 2020 candidates and for 
impactful grassroots GOTV groups like 
Black Voters Matter. All fundraising was 
done via social sharing of ActBlue links 
by our members.

In contrast, DemCast as an agency spent 
only $200,000 on internal costs. That's a 
7:1 straight ROI. For every dollar 
donated to DemCast, we produced 7 
dollars for the movement.
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“DemCast played an integral role in our electoral successes on 
Nov 3. Their focus on swing states, coordination of messaging, 
and advanced amplification strategies all resulted in meaningful 
activation. I’m grateful for their leadership.”

Debra Messing, Actress & Activist
DemCast Influencer Captain



ROI: VOLUNTEERISM

DemCast's 'Focus14' program asked 
each individual digital volunteer to 
focus their attention on an important 
2020 swing state.

Through this effort, we proved that 
proactive sharing of activism 
opportunities on social media can lead 
to tremendous volunteerism.

Our members recruited social media 
friends & followers to sign up for 
phonebanking, textbanking & 
postcarding opportunities.

The results were amazing.

We recruited over 5,000 individuals to 
complete 12,269 shifts of 
phonebanking & textbanking alone. 

In all, our recruited 
volunteers:

Sent 6,565,500 texts

Made 105,450 calls

Sent 69,500 postcards

Knocked on 5,250 doors

12,269 Shifts

Phonebank 28.70%

Textbank 71.30%

Phonebank Textbank



"I'm no longer a lone voice screaming into the 
void. Volunteering with DemCast has shown me 
the power of unified, strategic messaging, 
combined with good, old-fashioned teamwork.”

Mike - DemCast Colorado Volunteer

"The other side is building an even bigger disinformation 
campaign than last time. Having the DemCast network amplifying 
good voices - positive, truthful things - is incredibly important & 
much needed work."

Buffy Wicks - California State Assemblywoman



ROI: DIGITAL TRACTION

Our digital volunteers worked incredibly 
hard through November, 2020 and then 
through the Georgia Special Elections to 
share quality, pro-blue information 
online.

The fundraising totals and volunteer 
uptake showcased on the previous 
pages are a testament to this. But part 
of our mission is a bit less tangible: 
to influence & inform. 

A leading indicator of traction for a 
messaging campaign is how often the 
messages are seen online. 

The technical term for this is 
"impressions" - i.e. the number of times 
that messages pass by a set of eyeballs 
on social media.

On this measure, our team truly hit it 
out of the park.

TOTAL AMPLIFIERS

30,000

SOCIAL IMPRESSIONS GENERATED

36,000,000,000

ECONOMIC VALUE*

$252,000,000

*Market Value Cost Per Mille (per thousand impressions) of $7



“DemCast gives us the power to control the narrative in the 
battleground state of Michigan - to fight back against the 
conservative media bullhorn that has long dominated local & 
national media.”

SWIM - Statewide Indivisible Michigan
Coalition of MI Indivisible Groups & DemCast Partner



COMMUNITY FEEDBACK

After the 2020 cycle was complete, we 
surveyed DemCast's grassroots partners 
and members to obtain feedback about 
our organization and impact.
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We asked respondents to respond to a 
series of prompts about DemCast and 
provide a rating on a scale of 1 to 5. 
Here's what they said:

Q1: DemCast's MODEL for grassroots amplification is very 

important to our movement going forward. (4.88 / 5)

Q2: DemCast was effective in creating / sharing / distributing 

content that informed voters about key ISSUES. (4.48 / 5)

Q3: DemCast was effective in creating / sharing / distributing 

content that informed voters about CANDIDATES. (4.78 / 5)

Q4: DemCast helps members and partners improve their 

DIGITAL LITERACY (4.15 / 5)

Q5: DemCast helps to give the grassroots a LOUDER 

VOICE. (4.81 / 5)



WHAT'S 
NEXT

Our movement needs a massive army of digital volunteers who 
proactively share persuasive, pro-blue content and disinformation-

fighting truth bombs in their social media feeds.

H ELP B UILD  TH IS  MOVEMENT

JOIN  TH E S OCIAL MED IA  TEAM

Click the shovel. Donate to DemCast ... and not just for the ROI. 
America's attention is on social media. TV ads aren't cutting it, and 
messages coming from favorite uncles, co-workers and former 
college roommates are more persuasive than ads from PACs. 

Click the megaphone to join our team and start proactively 
sharing strategic messaging on social. America needs YOU. 
Together, we can be the chorus that drowns out the voices of 
disinformation on the right. But only if we try.

CONTACT: Nick Knudsen
Executive Director
nick@demcastusa.com
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DemCast will recruit and build it.
Because we have to. 

https://demcast.com/join/
https://secure.actblue.com/donate/sustain_demcast
https://demcast.com/

